


Vintage American muscle cars and trucks were built with timeless body lines, big horse power 
and top speeds. But, let’s face it; when it came to steering and braking, there was a lot to be 
desired.

With a blank sheet of paper, the in-house engineering team at Speedtech Performance went 

performance upgrades from simple bolt-on options to full chassis systems. With over 20 

projects.

In January 2024, Speedtech Performance became a QA1 company, a leading manufacturer 
of coilover shocks and bolt-on suspension components. The combination of QA1 and 
Speedtech Performance will provide unmatched performance potential.
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IF YOU WANT TO BE THE BEST, YOU NEED THE BEST!
LIGHTER. STRONGER. FASTER.

- Constructed of Strenx® performance steel
- 20% lighter weight
- Integrated brake cooling ducts
- Chromoly constructed control arms
- Podium proven ExtReme front geometry
- ExtReme quality components
- Adjustable coilover suspension
- 3 piece tunable swaybar
- Award winning IRS in C2 application

F-BODY 67-81   X-BODY 68-74   C2 CORVETTE 63-67
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- Proven front ExtReme geometry and components 
- Award winning Independent Rear Suspension
- Fully weld-in frame rails
- Removable subframe
-
-
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-Complete bolt-in front suspension for improved handling

-Improved geometry in front tubular control arms

-Torque Arm rear suspension with optional larger sway bar
-Chicane coilover conversion brackets with QA1 adjustable
 shocks in the front and rear

-Excellent upgrade on
 your GM leaf spring car

-Improve the ride
 quality, tunability
 and handling

-Tubular upper and lower control arms

-QA1 bolt-in adjustable
 coilover shocks

-Billet tie rod sleeves

-Lightweight tubular sway bar

-Better handling right out of the

-Tubular upper and lower 
 control arms

-QA1 bolt-in adjustable
 coilover shocks

-Billet tie rod sleeves
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- Proven front ExtReme geometry and components 
- Award winning Independent Rear Suspension
- Fully weld-in frame rails
- Removable subframe
-
-
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-All in one Subframe and Rear Suspension package
-Available with Torque Arm or IRS rear ends
-Includes all suspension components



-Tubular upper and lower control arms

-QA1 bolt-in adjustable
 coilover shocks

-Billet tie rod sleeves

-Lightweight tubular sway bar

-Better handling right out of the

-Tubular upper and lower 
 control arms

-QA1 bolt-in adjustable
 coilover shocks

-Billet tie rod sleeves
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-Improved geometry in front 
 tubular control arms

-Torque Arm rear suspension 
with optional larger sway bar

-Chicane coilover conversion 
 brackets with QA1 adjustable
 shocks in the front and rear

-Improve the ride
 quality, tunability
 and handling

-Special designed upper control arms

-Forged 7075 aluminum spindles

-C7 Corvette hubs

-QA1 adjustable coilover shocks

-High clearance sway bar
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-A new take on the 3rd-Gen, helping your ride handle better than ever

-Engineered for high horsepower, top performance and modern comfort

-Comes with adjustable coilovers

-315 front tires with 30 degrees of turning

-Available with multiple rear end options

-Provides better load transfer under braking

-Panhard bard system for roll center tuning

-Coilover conversion with ride height adjustments
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-Tubular upper and lower control arms

-QA1 bolt-in adjustable
 coilover shocks

-Billet tie rod sleeves

-Lightweight tubular sway bar

-Better handling right out of the

-Tubular upper and lower 
 control arms

-QA1 bolt-in adjustable
 coilover shocks

-Billet tie rod sleeves
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-Complete bolt-in front suspension for improved handling

-Improved geometry in front tubular control arms

-4-Link rear suspension with optional larger sway bar
-Chicane coilover conversion brackets with QA1 adjustable
 shocks in the front and rear

-Excellent upgrade on
 your GM A-Body car

-Improve the ride
 quality, tunability
 and handling
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-Adjustable trailing arms
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-Complete bolt-in front suspension for improved handling

-Improved geometry in front tubular control arms

-Torque Arm rear suspension with optional larger sway bar
-Chicane coilover conversion brackets with QA1 adjustable
 shocks in the front and rear

-Excellent upgrade on
 your GM leaf spring car

-Improve the ride
 quality, tunability
 and handling

-Tubular upper and lower control arms

-QA1 bolt-in adjustable
 coilover shocks

-Billet tie rod sleeves

-Lightweight tubular sway bar

-Better handling right out of the

-Tubular upper and lower 
 control arms

-QA1 bolt-in adjustable
 coilover shocks

-Billet tie rod sleeves
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-A whole new attack on the DONK market, your B-Body will
 handle better than ever

 

-Engineered for high horsepower, top performance
 and modern comfort

-Proven ExtReme geometry

-Comes with adjustable coilovers

-Multiple brake options

*Bolt-on suspension
 options also for 94-96
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-Tubular upper and lower control arms

-QA1 bolt-in adjustable
 coilover shocks

-Billet tie rod sleeves

-Lightweight tubular sway bar

-Better handling right out of the

-Tubular upper and lower 
 control arms

-QA1 bolt-in adjustable
 coilover shocks

-Billet tie rod sleeves

-Complete bolt-in front suspension for improved handling

-Improved geometry in front tubular control arms

-4-link suspension with optional larger sway bar
-Chicane coilover conversion brackets with QA1 adjustable
 shocks in the front and rear

-Excellent upgrade on
 your G-Body car

-Improve the ride
 quality, tunability
 and handling
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-Bringing your OBS truck into the modern high performance world

-Engineered for high horsepower, top performance and modern comfort

-Proven ExtReme front geometry

-Award winning IRS with multiple mounting options

-Comes with adjustable coilovers

-Speedtech forged 7075 aluminum spindles on all four corners

-C7 Corvette hubs

-Parking brake comes standard

-Aggressive ride height

-Built for 1,200 horsepower, upgraded axles available 

-Multiple brake options

GM OBS TRUCK
1988-1998
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Also available for
69-72 Blazer/Jimmy
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-Bringing your Mustang the newest and BEST high performance chassis

-Engineered for high horsepower, top performance and modern comfort

-Proven ExtReme front geometry

-Award winning IRS with multiple mounting options

-Comes with adjustable coilovers

-Speedtech forged 7075 aluminum spindles on all four corners

-C7 Corvette hubs

-Parking brake comes standard

-Aggressive ride height, with multiple options

-Built for 1,200 horsepower, upgraded axles available 

-Multiple brake options

MUSTANG
1965-1970
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MUSTANG
1965-1970

-
-
-
- Fully weld-in frame rails
- Removable subframe
-
- Inner fenders for larger front tires
-

transmission tunnel

Details/Options

The FIRST full weld-in Independent Rear 
Suspension chassis for the 1964.5-1970 
Mustangs!
Highlights-
- Early models - 275 front tires with no 
outside fender modi�cations
- Later models - 315 front tires with no 
outside fender modi�cations
- 335 rear tires with no outside fender 
modi�cations
- Speedtech Performance proven 
ExtReme front geometry
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-Bringing your Mopar B-Body (Charger, Road Runner, Daytona, ect.) the newest
 and BEST high performance chassis

-Engineered for high horsepower, top performance and modern comfort

-Proven ExtReme front geometry

-Award winning IRS with multiple mounting options

-Comes with adjustable coilovers

-Speedtech forged 7075 aluminum spindles

-Parking brake comes standard

-Built for 1,200 horsepower, upgraded axles available 

-Removable front subframe

B-BODY
1968-1970
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B-BODY
1968-1970
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E-BODY
1970-1974
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Speedtech 9” Housing
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-3D scanning
-3D printing

-Solid modeling
-Laser cut and CNC bent pieces

-Fitment and Performance testing
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MOD SERIES SHOCKS

The MOD Series shock was designed with one goal in mind: to make
you go faster! Designed for the highest-performing pro-touring cars, 
interchangeable QuickTune™ Modular Valve Packs allow you to 
adapt to any track, any condition, anywhere.

- 4-way adjustable shocks with high and low speed adjustment for 
compression and rebound allows for next level tunability at the track
 

- Features QuickTune™ Modular Valve Packs that allow for completely 
revalving the shock without even having to remove it from the car!

- Large solid piston improves driver feel and control with up to 1,600 
lbs of force at 10 inches per second

- Indexable base eyelet—multiple mounting position to optimize knob 

-
chassis

- American-made
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COIL-OVER SYSTEMS

Dialing in that perfect stance has never been easier. QA1's 
Pro Coil systems provide both ride height and valving 
adjustment. Whether you spend time cruising or racing, we 
have a solution that's just right for you.

Our coil-over shocks are a great option for anyone looking 
for fully adjustable ride height and valving control. 

- On-the-car adjustable valving makes it easy to dial in 
your desired level of comfort and performance

- Adjustable shocks have 18 clicks of compression and 
rebound adjustment

- Easy, bolt-in installation with stock control arms or QA1 
tubular control arms

- 100% dyno tested and serialized
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2023 SEASON HIGHLIGHTS
Chris Smith

GOODGUYS SEASON PRO CLASS CHAMPION
OUSCI GTV CHAMPION

USCA GTV SEASON CHAMPION
SCCA SEASON CLASS CHAMPION




